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“The biggest risk 
is not taking any 
risk. In a world 
that’s changing 
really quickly, the 
only strategy that is 
guaranteed to fail is 
not taking risks.”
                          – Mark Zuckerberg
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MEET
STARTRADER

Enter the universe of opportunities  with us

STARTRADER is the world’s fastest-growing 
broker. Bringing over +15 years of market 
expertise, we are a fully regulated broker 
with whom you can trade CFDs in hundreds 
of instruments across six asset classes – 
forex, crypto, metal, indices, commodities, 
and shares. 

We give you the confidence to trade 
efficiently by offering the highest levels 
of security of funds with fully segregated 
accounts and a high paid-up capital. 

Known for our customer-centric approach, 
we stop at nothing to ensure that our clients 
have all the tools and information they need 
to start their trading journey; that includes a 
safe trading environment with nano-second 
execution. 
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KNOW 
US MORE

OUR MISSION

To enable our clients and partners to 
attain financial freedom by accessing the 
global financial markets in a flexible and 
secure environment.

OUR VISION 

To be recognised globally as customer-
centric, secure, and market-leading forex 
and CFD broker. To be known worldwide 
as the broker which delivers: The Power of 
Choice.

OUR VALUES

Security

The value of security is applied to all our 
employees, partners, and clients. It is vital 
we always work with trust, transparency, 
and honesty. 

Tech-savviness

The value of tech-savviness is applied 
internally, externally and in connection to 
the markets. Cutting-edge technology is 
used to enhance the experience at every 
step, from hassle-free transactions to 
nano-seconds executions. 

Accessibility

The value of accessibility puts our clients 
first. We ensure that our processes 
provide access that enables them to 
achieve their goals rapidly, easily, and 
safely. No barriers. 

Respect

The value of respect applies across the 
company. We hold this value to the 
highest of standards in all aspects of our 
operations.
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OUR CEO

Mr. Peter Karsten, our CEO, is a physicist 
and inventor with over 15 patents under his 
name. He wrote the first specifications for 
downloadable ringtones, sending business 
cards over SMS and downloadable apps. 

He also created a connected digital watch 
that was decades ahead of its time and 
truly has a knack for finding answers that 
are backed by technology and driven by 
customer-centricity.

Peter has worked with leading global 
companies like Citibank and Nokia and has 
made incredible contributions in the world 
of forex and financial derivatives through 
his experience with Infinox, BDSwiss and 
Cecure Gaming, to name a few. 

At STARTRADER, he brings his prowess and 
ingenuity as a visionary, into the world of 
trading, again.



OUR
PRODUCTS

Trade and shine with us

We offer the perfect fusion of speed, 
technology, and accessibility. 

With us, you can trade CFDs across 
hundreds of instruments in six 
asset classes. 

No hidden fees and zero commission
on most products.

Forex

More than 30 currency pairs 

Metals

Gold, silver, and copper 

Shares

+70 stocks of global giants like Apple, 
Amazon, and Alibaba

Indices

Most popular Indices from across
the world 

Cryptocurrencies

Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ethereum and more

Commodities

Range of agricultural products
and energies 08
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OUR STAR
ADVANTAGES

Why trade with STARTRADER?

We go the extra mile to make trading 
customer-centric, easy, and rewarding.

Segregated Client Accounts

To ensure your funds are used for trading 
purposes only.
 
Hassle-free Transactions

Multiple deposit and withdrawal methods 
with zero deposit fees on most payment 
methods.
 
Fast & Transparent Trading Environment

24-hours steady trading environment, 
with orders getting processed in 
milliseconds.
 
Ultra-tight Spreads

Spreads starting from 0.0 pips.

Top Institutional Liquidity 

Institutional-level liquidity access, 
ensuring ultra-tight spreads.

Dedicated Customer Service

A 24/5 service for queries, consultation, 
and feedback.
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OUR PLATFORMS 
& TOOLS

Trade with Power

We take trading experience to the 
next level with our powerful platforms 
MetaTrader 4 and Social Trade and smart 
tools like VPS and Web Trader. Available 
on Web, Android, and iOS devices, we 
make financial markets available to our 
partners and clients, whenever and 
wherever they want.

MetaTrader 4 

MT4 (MetaTrader 4) offers powerful 
technical analysis tools, multi-charts 
combinations and customisable technical 
indicators. With it, experience easy 
operation, stable trading environment, 
and ultra-low latency.

Social Trade 

Social Trade brings together traders from 
around the world, so that they can follow 
trading behaviours, learn from strategies, 
and implement them to enhance their 
trading skills. 

VPS 

Virtual Private Server offers greater 
privacy and faster execution. By using 
the data centre system in a safer location, 
it enhances security and enables our 
clients to trade with confidence.

Web Trader

Web Trader makes trading seamless and 
convenient. The easy-to-use interface 
and state-of-the-art technology make 
this platform perfect for both new and 
advanced traders. No download, no 
hassle of installing any software. 
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FUNDING AND 
WITHDRAWAL

Our Funding and Withdrawal option

At STARTRADER, we offer a wide range of funding and withdrawal options. We also 
ensure that every client has their own secure client portal to allow them to access their 
funding and withdrawal needs easily and reliably.  

Moreover, to manage risks and protect trades, we provide negative balance protection.
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OUR ACCOUNT
TYPES

Choose an account type that suits you

Our Standard, ECN and Demo accounts take care of all trading styles and experience 
levels. We make sure that every client has something that suits them perfectly.

We also offer swap-free accounts with no additional rollover commissions for contracts 
lasting longer than 24 hours.

Spreads starting 
from 1.3 pips

Ultra-fast Execution  
No Dealing Desk

Transparent Trading 
Environment     

Spreads starting 
from 0.0 pips

Ultra-fast Execution

In-depth Market 
Insights  

 
Transparent Trading 

Environment         

Free 

Easy to register

Risk-free 
environment

Access to trading 
tools
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OUR 
RESOURCES

Master the art of trading

We have a vast library of education 
materials and resources to help our clients 
and partners.

- Webinars

- Industry-related Blogs & Articles

- Technical Analysis

- Fundamentals Analysis

- Video Tutorials

- Trading Glossary
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OUR 
REGULATIONS

Your Globally Regulated Broker

November 2019

STARTRADER LIMITED
Financial Services Authority Seychelles 
(FSA - SD049) 
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READY TO 
SHINE WITH US?

WWW.STARTRADER.LIVE/
SUPPORT@STARTRADER.LIVE

RISK 
WARNING

All investments entail risks and may result in 
both profits and losses. In particular, trading 
leveraged derivative products such as Foreign 
Exchange (Forex) and Contracts for Differ-
ence (CFDs) carries a high level of risk to your 
capital. All these derivative products, many 
of which are leveraged, may not be appropri-
ate for all investors. The effect of leverage is 
that both gains and losses are magnified. The 
prices of leveraged derivative products may 
change to your disadvantage very quickly, it is 
possible for you to lose more than your invest-
ed capital and you may be required to make 
further payments. It is important that you 
understand that with investments, your cap-
ital is at risk. Past performance is not a guide 
to future performance. It is your responsibility 
to ensure that you make an informed decision 
about whether or not to invest with us. Before 
deciding to invest in any financial product, 
you should carefully consider your investment 
objectives, trading knowledge and experience 
and affordability. You should seek independ-
ent professional financial advice if you do not 
understand the risks involved. You should only 
trade in Forex and CFDs if you have sufficient 
knowledge and experience of the risks in-
volved in trading such products and if you 
are dealing with money that you can afford 
to lose. We assumes no liability for any loss 
sustained from trading in accordance with a 
recommendation. 

This website, including the information and 
materials contained in it, is not directed at, 
or intended for distribution to or use by, any 

person or entity who is a citizen or resident of 
or located in the United States or any other 
jurisdiction where such distribution, publica-
tion, availability or use would be contrary to 
applicable law or regulation.

STARTRADER LIMITED is regulated by the 
Seychelles Financial Services Authority (FSA), 
License No. SD049. Our registered address 
is located at Block B, Room 2, No. 2, Global 
Village, Jivan’s Complex, Mont Fleuri, Mahe, 
Seychelles.
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